
WYG

BRIEF
WYG approached Interaction, the creative workplace design experts, 
when they moved to a new offi  ce space. They wanted to create an ‘open 
plan’ environment that refl ected their focus on employee wellbeing. 
WYG’s previous offi  ce was dated, cramped and didn’t support their 
modern way of working. Teams were separated and there was a lack 
of social spaces making communication and collaboration diffi  cult, so 
Interaction set about bringing people together.

SOLUTIONS
Working alongside Interaction, Bisley provided WYG with a variety of 
functional storage items. They required diff erent sized storage with a 
pared back style, and our Essentials range provided the perfect solution. 
A printing and storage ‘hub’ centrally in the layout was implemented to 
allow easy discussions between employees and standing height storage 
was placed around printers and plotters to create extra work space.

LOCATION
Bristol, UK

CLIENT:
WYG

CRITERIA
Collaboration, 
Communication

SECTOR
Communications

Focus on workplace wellbeing and employee 
communication and collaboration

WYG is a professional 
services fi rm operating 
from more than 50 
locations across the 
UK, Europe, Africa 
and Asia, helping 
clients operating in 
complex or challenging 
environments.

Based in Bristol, WYG 
is a global project 
management and 
technical consulting 
company which 
employs over 1,600 
people worldwide. 

www.bisley.com
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WYG

“From a Project Manager’s view dealing with 
Bisley is always a pleasure. Even with last minute 
changes, requests are handled in such a positive 
manner that we can rely on the Bisley furniture 
being delivered on time and correct first time.”  
LLOYD WRIGHT, HEAD OF PROJECTS AT INTERACTION.

RESULTS

The new office is bright, colourful and largely open-plan, with meeting and project rooms at either end 
of the floor. Flexibility and choice has been built in; hot-desking areas, sit-stand desks, acoustic pods and 
moveable meeting room walls all contribute to this adaptable and employee-friendly work place. Our 
Essentials range gave a simplistic look that ensured continuity throughout. All the products suite together 
perfectly, aiding sight lines throughout the office. The units also help to divide spaces naturally, making 
communication easier whilst retaining individual team spaces (Install by WYG).

www.bisley.com


